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We formulate some results of function fields which are analogous to Cartan’s
Second Main Theorem with truncated counting functions, Cartan’s conjecture, and
the generalized Picard Theorem. We also give a generalization of function fields
version of abc-conjecture due to Mason, Voloch, Brownawell, and Masser. A result
of the finiteness of the S-integral points of function fields of characteristic 0 in the
complement of 2n+1 hyperplanes with constant coefficients and in general position
is obtained in this paper.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Main Results
It is well known that Vojta has systematically developed the analogy
between number theory and value distribution theory [Voj1] (see also
Osgood [Os1, Os2]). First we recall a weaker version of Cartan’s Second
Main Theorem.
Cartan’s Second Main Theorem. Let H1 , ..., Hq be hyperplanes in
Pn(C) in general position. Then for any holomorphic curve f : C  Pn whose
image is not contained in any hyperplane,
:
q
i=1
m(Hi , r)(n+1) Tf (r)+Oexc(log r+log+ Tf (r)). (1.1)
Here the notation Oexc(log r+log+ Tf (r)) is the usual Nevanlinna error
term.
For details and notations, see ([La3, VII.6], also [Voj2]). Via the
dictionary with number theory ([Voj1, Chap. 3]), this is almost com-
parable to Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem.
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Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem. Let F be a number field and S be a finite
set of places of F. For each place v # S, let Hv, 0 , ..., Hv, n be linearly inde-
pendent linear forms in x0 , ..., xn with coefficients in F. Then for any =>0
there exists a finite set I of hyperplanes of Pn(F) such that the inequality
1
[F :Q]
:
v # S
:
n
i=0
&log \ &Hv, i (x)&vmax[&x0 &v , ..., &x0 &v]+
(n+1+=) h(x)+O(1) (1.2)
holds for all points x # Pn(F)&>L # I H.
For details and notations, see ([Voj1]). By Nevanlinna’s First Main
Theorem which is analogous to product formula in number theory ([Voj,
Chap. 3]), (1.1) is equivalent to
(q&n&1) Tf (r) :
q
i=1
Nf (Hi , r)+Oexc(log r+log+ Tf (r)). (1.3)
Here Nf (Hi , r) is the counting function, see ([La3, VII]). Cartan’s Second
Main Theorem with truncated counting functions is actually stronger than
(1.3) because the order of the counting function can be taken up to order n.
In this paper we will give an analogue of Cartan’s Second Main Theorem
with truncated counting functions over function fields of characteristic 0
and characteristic p.
Let C be an irreducible nonsingular projective algebraic curve of genus
g defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. Let K be
the function field of C. For elements f0 , ..., fn of K, not all zeros, we define
the height as h( f0 , ..., fn) :=P # C&min[vP( f0), ..., vP( fn)], where vP( f )
is the order of f at a point P of C. Let S be a finite set of points of C
and let
c(k)={1,pm&1,
for p=0
for p>0.
The analogue of Cartan’s Second Main Theorem with truncated counting
functions over function fields is as following:
Theorem 1. Suppose f0 , ..., fn are elements of K, and are linearly inde-
pendent over kK pm. Suppose L1 , ..., Lq are linear forms in n+1 variables with
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coefficients in k, and are in general position, i.e. any n+1 elements of [Li]
are linearly independent over k. Then
(q&n&1) h( f0 , ..., fn) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(Li (f ))& min
0 jn
[vP( fj)]]
+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]. (1.4)
Remark. Recently Noguchi also obtained an analogue of Cartan’s
Second Main Theorem with truncated counting functions over function
fields of characteristic 0 [Nog]. With the same conditions in Theorem 1
except the characteristic of k being 0, he obtained the following estimate:
(q&n&1) h( f0 , ..., fn) :
q
i=1
:
P # C
min[n, vP(Li (f ))]+n(n+1)( g&1).
His tool is complex analysis, therefore can not extend to positive charac-
teristic. We would also like to remark that Noguchi’s formulation is similar
to the formulation in value distribution theory. While the formulation in
this paper is similar to the formulation in number theory and is projective
invariant, i.e. both sides of (1.4) remain the same when multiplied by some
nonzero function ’ to every component of ( f0 , ..., fn). In this paper we deal
with the positive characteristic case as well.
The proof of Theorem 1 uses Weierstrass point theory due to Sto hr and
Voloch [S-V, Vol] and Lemma 2.3, which is a result about Wronskians
over function fields of characteristic p. From Theorem 1 we derive the
following corollaries:
Corollary 1. Let f0 , ..., fn+1 be S-units in K, and f0 , ..., fn be linearly
independent over kK pm ( p can be 0). If f0+ f1+ } } } + fn= fn+1 , then
h( f0 , ..., fn)
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
Remark. Corollary 1 is the generalization of abc-theorem which was
obtained by Mason for the case n=1 and arbitrary characteristic, and by
Voloch and Brownawell and Masser independently for general n and zero
characteristic.
Corollary 2. Suppose g0 , ..., gn are S-integers of K and not all con-
stants. Let a0 , ..., an , b be nonzero S-integers of K such that a0 gd00 , ..., an g
dn
n
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are linearly independent over kK pm and a0 gd00 + } } } +an g
dn
n =b where di’s
are positive integers. Then
:
n
i=0
1
di

1
nc(k)+(n(n+1)2) c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]+2H
where H=h(b)+ni=0 h(ai).
Remark. The condition of linear independency can not be dropped
when k has positive characteristic p. For example, (1+t) pm&t pm=1 for all
positive integer m.
Corollary 3. Suppose the characteristic of k is 0 and a0 , ..., an , b are
nonzero S-integers of K. If
:
n
i=0
1
di
<
1
n+(n(n+1)2) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]+2H
,
then a0X d00 + } } } +anX
dn
n =b has no non-constant S-integral solutions in
K n+1.
Remark. Corollary 2 and Corollary 3 are analogous to the results of
Toda [To]. Questions of this type were also studied by Silverman [Si],
Voloch [Vol], BombieriMueller [Bo-Mu] and Noguchi [Nog]. Silverman
dealed with two variables case and arbitrary characteristic k=0. The
other authors dealed with several variables but with zero characteristic.
Corollary 2 includes the case of positive characteristic.
Cartan’s conjecture was established by Nochka [Noc] (see also [Ch]).
Cartan’s Conjecture. Let f : C  Pn be a d-nondegenerated
meromorphic curve and suppose that H1 , ..., Hq are hyperplanes in general
position in Pn such that f (C)/3 Hi , i=1, 2, ..., q. Then the following
inequality
(q&2n+d&1) Tf (r) :
q
i=1
Nd (Hi , r)+O(log[rTf (r)])
holds everywhere with the exception of at most countably many intervals of
finite total length.
Nd (Hi , r) is the counting function with truncation up to order d. For
more notations and details, see ([Noc], also [Ch]). The proof follows
from an extension of the Second Main Theorem by using NochkaChen
weights. It is believed that there is certain connection between these weights
and the filtration introduced by Faltings and Wu stholz [F-W]. However,
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it is not clearly understood yet. The analogous theorem in number theory
was obtained by Ru and Wong ([R-W], Theorem 4.1) with similar
approach. We will establish the analogous theorem for function fields in
Theorem 2. As a corollary of the analogous theorem of Cartan’s conjecture
in [R-W], Ru and Wong proved that for a number field F the S-integral
points in the complement of 2n+1 hyperplanes of Pn(F) in general posi-
tion are finite. This result is analogous to Brody hyperbolicity and the
generalized Picard Theorem. Namely,
Picard Theorem. Let f : C  Pn be holomorphic. If the image of f lies in
the complement of 2n+1 hyperplanes in general position, then f is constant.
The analogous result over function fields is obtained in Corollary 5. In
function fields, not only the bound of the height of the S-integral points is
explicit, but also the S-integral points can be effectively determined.
Definition. Suppose f0 , ..., fn are in K. We say that f0 , ..., fn are d-non-
degenerated if the dimension of the vector space generated by f0 , ..., fn over
k is equal to d+1.
Theorem 2. Let the characteristic of k be 0, and L1 , ..., Lq be as stated
in Theorem 1. Suppose f0 , ..., fn are S-integers of K, d-nondegenerated over
k, such that Li (f )0, \1iq. Then
(q&2n+d&1) h( f0 , ..., fn) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
min[d, vP(Li (f ))& min
0 jn
[vP( fj)]]
+
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
Corollary 4. Let the characteristic of k be 0, and L1 , ..., Lq be as
stated in Theorem 1. Suppose f0 , ..., fn are elements of K, such that Li (f )0,
\1iq. Then
(q&2n) h( f0 , ..., fn) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
min[1, vP(Li (f ))& min
0 jn
[vP( fj)]]
+
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
Definition. Let D be a very ample effective divisor on a projective
variety V and let 1=x0 , x1 , ..., xN be a basis of the vector space:
L(D)=[ f | f is a rational function on V such that f =0 or ( f ) &D].
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Then P  (x1(P), ..., xN(P)) defines an embedding of V(K)&D into K N.
A point P of V(K)&D is said to be a (S, D)-integral point if xi (P) is
an S-integer for 1iN.
See [Voj1]. When there is no confusion, we will use the notation
S-integral points instead of (S, D)-integral points.
Corollary 5. Let the characteristic of k be 0, L1 , ..., Lq be as stated in
Theorem 2, and Hi’s be the hyperplanes defined by Li’s. Then the height of
S-integral points of [Pn(K)&qi=1 Hi] is bounded by
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
Moreover, there exist finitely many sets of [’0 , ..., ’n] in K which can be
effectively determined and the number of sets (up to constant factors) is finite
such that the S-integral points of [Pn(K)&qi=1 Hi] are uniquely deter-
mined by [’0 , ..., ’n].
Corollary 6. Let the characteristic of k be 0, L1 , ..., Lq be as stated in
Theorem 2, and Hi’s be the hyperplanes defined by Li’s. If
q>2n+
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|],
then the S-integral points of [Pn(K)&qi=1 Hi] are constants in P
n(K).
The proof of the main results will be given in Section 4. In Section 2 we
discuss Wronskians over fields of positive characteristic. In Section 3 we
state Sto hr and Voloch’s results on Weierstrass point theory [S-V, Vol]).
I thank my advisor Pit-Mann Wong for his encouragement and many
helpful discussions. I also thank Professor Voloch for his suggestion on
generalizing the original results on the field of constants to the field of pm th
power elements and his comment on Lemma 2.3. I also thank Professor
Noguchi for his suggestion on Lemma 2.3.
2. Wronskians
Let C be an irreducible nonsingular projective algebraic curve of genus
g defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. Let K be
the function field of C. Suppose t is a local parameter of a point P of C,
i.e., vP(t)=1. K is then a finite separable field extention of k(t) (see [Si2],
Chap. II, Proposition 1.4]). Recall that the Hasse derivatives D (i)t is defined
on k(t) by D (i)t (t
j)=( ji) t
j&i, and then can be naturally extended to K (see
[S-V]). The Hasse derivatives satisfy the following:
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Proposition 2.1. (a) D (i)t (zw)=
i
j=0 D
( j)
t (z) D
(i& j)
t (w), \z, w # K.
(b) D(i)t D
( j)
t =(
i+ j
i ) D
i+ j.
Let now the characteristic of k be p>0. Following Garcia and
Voloch’s notation in [G-V], we let Km denote by [x # K | D (i)t (x)=0 for
1i<pm] and let K denote by [x # K | D (i)t (x)=0 for i1].
Proposition 2.2. For all m1, Km is a field. Moreover, D ( p
m)
t is a
derivation on Km and Km+1=[x # Km | D ( p
m)
t (x)=0].
Proof. See [G-V], Proposition 1.
Remark. Km=kK p
m
and K=k (See [G-V]).
Lemma 2.3. If f0 , ..., fn # K and linearly independent over Km , then there
exist integers 0==0<=1< } } } <=n with =iipm&1 such that
det(D (=i)t fj)0i, jn{0.
Remark. If the characteristic of k is 0, then f0 , ..., fn are linearly inde-
pendent over k if and only if det(D (i)t fj)0i, jn{0. In fact this is a special
case of a more general result about Wronskians in Lang’s book ([La2,
Chap. 7, Proposition 6.1]) with a proof due to Kolchin. The proof of
Lemma 2.3 is actually an adaptation of this standard proof.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. This is true when n=0. By induction suppose this
is true for all nonnegative integer dn&1. For the case d=n, f0 , ..., fn are
linearly independent over Km . So are f0 , ..., fn&1. For the case d=n,
f0 , ..., fn are linearly independent over Km . So are f0 , ..., fn&1. By induction
hypothesis there exist integers 0==0<=1< } } } =n&1 with =iipm&1 such
that det(D (=i)t fj) i, j=0, ..., n&1{0. Then the rank of the following matrix
\
f0
D (=1)t f0
b
D (=n&1)t f0
f1
D (=1)t f1
b
D (=n&1)t f1
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
fn&1
D (=1)t fn&1
b
D (=n&1)t fn&1
fn
D (=1)t fn
b
D (=n&1)t fn+
is n. It then suffices to show that the rank of the following matrix
An=\
f0
Dt f0
b
D (npm&1)t f0
f1
Dt f1
b
D (npm&1)t f1
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
fn
Dt fn
b
D (npm&1)t fn+
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is n+1. Suppose the rank of matrix An is less than n+1. Then the n+1
columns of An have to be linearly independent over K. Therefore there exist
elements a0 , a1 , ..., an of K, not all zeros, such that
:
n
i=0
aiD (l)t fi=0, for 0lnp
m&1. (2.1)
By induction hypothesis we can assume an{0. Without loss of generality
we may assume an=1. We claim the following:
:
n
i=0
D (r)t aiD
(l)
t fi=0, for 0lnp
m&1&r, 0rpm&1. (2.2)
When r=0, this is simply Eq. (2.1). By induction, suppose (2.2) holds for
0rb (pm&1). Apply D (b+1)t to Eq. (2.2), we get
:
n
i=0
D (b+1)t ai D
(l)
t fi+ :
b
r=0
:
n
i=0 \
l+b&r+1
l + D (r)t ai D(l+b&r+1)t fi=0. (2.3)
By induction hypothesis,
:
n
i=0
D (r)t aiD
(l+b&r+1)
t fi=0, for 0rb, 0lnp
m&1&b&1.
Therefore
:
n
i=0
D (b+1)t aiD
(l)
t fi=0, for 0lnp
m&1&b&1.
This completes the proof of the claim. As a result of (2.2), we have
:
n
i=0
D (r)t aiD
(l)
t fi=0, for 0l(n&1) p
m&1, 0rpm&1.
Since an=1, D (r)t an=0 if r>0. Therefore
:
n&1
i=0
D (r)t ai D
(l)
t fi=0, for l=0, ..., (n&1) p
m&1, 0<rpm&1.
By induction hypothesis the rank of the matrix
\
f0
Dt f0
b
D (n&1) pm&1t f0
f1
Dt f1
b
D (n&1) pm&1t f1
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
fn&1
Dt fn&1
b
D (n&1) pm&1t fn&1+
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has to be n. Therefore D (r)t ai=0 for 0in&1 and 0<rp
m&1. By
Proposition 2.2, ai # Km for 0in. This contradicts to the fact that
f0 , ..., fn are linearly independent over Km . Therefore the rank of An has to
be n+1. This completes the proof.
3. Weierstrass Points
In this section we state some results from the theory of Weierstrass
points in [S-V] and [Vol].
Let C, K, D (i)t be as defined before. Let f0 , ..., fn # K and be linearly inde-
pendent over k. Consider the morphism ,=( f0 , ..., fn): C  Pn(k). For
each P # C we have
f (P)=((tePP f0)(P), ..., (t
eP
P fn)(P))
where eP :=&minn[vP( f0), ..., vP( fn)] and tP is a local parameter of C
at P.
The set [vP(ni=0 ai fi) | ai # k] consists of n+1 integers, say 0 j0<
j1< } } } < jndeg ,, where deg , :=P # C eP .
Lemma 3.1. If vP( f0)vP( f1) } } } vP( fn), then jivP( fi)+eP , for
i=0, ..., n.
Proof. See [Vol, Lemma 5].
Proposition 3.2. There exist integers 0=0<=1< } } } <=n such that the
Wronskian
det(D (=i)t fj) i, j=0, 1, ..., n{0.
Moreover, if m0 , ..., mn are integers with 0m0< } } } <mn such that
det(D (mi)t fj) i, j=0, 1, ..., n{0, then =imi for i=0, 1, ..., n.
Proof. See [S-V].
Proposition 3.3. (a) If gi= aij fj with (aij) # GLn+1(k), then
det(D (=i)t gj)=det(aij) det(D
(=i)
t fj).
(b) If h # K, then
det(D (=i)t hfj)=h
n+1 det(D (=i)t fj).
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(c) If x is another separating variable, then
det(D (=i)x fj)=\ dtdx+
=0+=1+ } } } +=n
det(D (=i)t fj).
Proof. See [S-V], Proposition 1.4.
As an application of Proposition 3.2 and 3.3, we can define a divisor
R :=div(det(D (=i)t fj)+(=0+=1+ } } } +=n) div(dt)+(n+1) P # C eP , which
depends only on f0 , ..., fn . By RiemannRoch Theorem, deg R=(=0+
=1+ } } } +=n)(2g&2)+(n+1) deg ,.
Lemma 3.4. wP(,) :
n
i=0
( ji&=i), where wP(,) :=vP(R).
Proof. See [S-V, Theorem 1.5].
Lemma 3.5. P # C wP(,)=(=0+=1+ } } } +=n)(2g&2)+(n+1) deg ,.
Proof. See [S-V].
Therefore, there exists only finitely many points in X where ( j0 , ..., jn){
(=0 , ..., =n). Those points are called Weierstrass points and wP(,) is called
the weight of P.
4. Proof of the Results
We need the following:
Proposition 4.1. Let L1 , ..., Ln+1 be linear forms in n+1 variables with
coefficients in k and be linearly independent over k. Let f0 , ..., fn be elements
of K such that Li (f )0. Then min0in[vP( fi)]=min1 jn+1[vP(Lj (f ))].
Proof. Denote by li=Li (f ). Since L1 , ..., Ln+1 are linearly independent
over k, there exist (bij) # GLn+1(k) such that fi=n+1j=1 bij lj . Therefore
vP( fi)min1 jn+1[vP(lj)] for 0in. On the other hand, lj= aji fi
with aji # k, therefore vP(lj)min0in[vP( fi)] for any 1 jn+1.
Therefore, min0in[vP( fi)]=min1 jn+1[vP(lj)]. Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.2. Let L1 , ..., Lq be linear forms in n+1 variables with
coefficients in k and in general position. Let f0 , ..., fn be elements of K such
that Li (f )0. Denote li=Li (f ). If vP(l1)vP(l2) } } } vP(lq), then
vP(l1)=vP(l2)= } } } =vP(lq&n)=min0in[vP( fi)].
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Proof. Consider the set [Lq&n , Lq&n+1 , ..., Lq]. By Proposition 4.1,
vP(lq&n)=min0in[vP( fi)]. Then consider the set [L1 , L2 , ..., Ln+1] and
get vP(l1)=min0in[vP( fi)]. Therefore vP(l1)=vP(l2)= } } } =vP(lq&n)=
min0in[vP( fi)]. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that min0in[vP( fi)]= &eP for all
P # X.
Let now ,=( f0 , ..., fn) and li=Li (f ). Li’s are in general position, there-
fore any distinct subset [li1 , ..., lin+1] of [l1 , ..., lq] are linearly independent
over k. After k-linear change of coordinates we may assume that
,=(li1 , ..., lin+1).
If vP  S, let IP=[lij | vP(lij)+eP>0, 1 jn+1]. By Lemma 2.3, 3.1,
and 3.4, we have
wP(,) :
n
i=0
( ji&=i)
 :
lij # IP
max[0, vP(lij)+eP&nc(k)]
= :
lij # IP
vP(lij)+eP&min[nc(k), vP(lij)+eP]
= :
n+1
j=1
vP(lij)+eP&min[nc(k), vP(lij)+eP].
Since this inequality holds for any subset of [l1 , ..., lq] with n+1 elements,
by Proposition 4.2 and the assumption, min0in[vP( fi)]= &eP , we may
choose [li1 , ..., lin+1] such that vP(lj)=&eP if j  [i1 , ..., in+1]. Therefore,
we have
wP(,) :
q
i=1
vP(li)+eP&min[nc(k), vP(li)+eP].
If vP # S,
wP(,) :
n+1
j=1
(vP(lij)+eP)& :
n
i=0
=i .
Since this inequality holds for any subset of [l1 , ..., lq] with n+1 distinct
elements, we may choose [li1 , ..., lin+1] such that vP(lj)=min0in[vP( fi)]
if j  [i1 , ..., in+1]. Therefore,
wP(,) :
q
i=1
(vP(li)+eP)& :
n
i=0
=i .
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Then
:
P # C
wP(,) :
q
i=1
:
P # X
vP(li)& :
q
i=1
:
P # S
min[nc(k), vP(li)+eP]
+qh( f0 , ..., fn)&\ :
n
i=0
=i+ |S|.
By Lemma 3.5 and the sum formula of function field, we have
(q&n&1) h( f0 , ..., fn) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(li)+eP]
+ :
n
i=0
=i (2g&2+|S| )
 :
q
i=1
:
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(li)+eP]
+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Corollary 1. Let L0(X0 , ..., Xn)=X0 , ..., Ln(X0 , ..., Xn)=Xn
and Ln+1(X0 , ..., Xn)=X0+X1+ } } } +Xn . Then Li’s are in general posi-
tion and Li (f )= fi . f0 , ..., fn+1 are S-units, therefore by Theorem 1
h( f0 , ..., fn)\ :
n
i=0
=i+ (2g&2+|S| )

n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]. Q.E.D.
Proof of Corollary 2. By Theorem 1, we have
h(a0 gd00 , ..., an g
dn
n )
 :
n
i=0
:
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(ai gdii )]+ :
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(b)]
+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]
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nc(k) :
n
i=0
:
P  S
min[1, vP( gdii )]+ :
n
i=0
:
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(ai)]
+ :
P  S
min[nc(k), vP(b)]+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]
nc(k) :
n
i=0
h( gi)+nc(k) :
n
i=0
h(ai)+h(b)
+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
On the other hand,
h(a0 gd00 , ..., an g
dn
n )=h \a0b gd00 , ...,
an
b
gdnn +
h \aib gdii +
di h( gi)&h(ai)&h(b).
Therefore
di h( gi)nc(k) :
n
i=0
h( gi)+2H+
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|]
where H=h(b)+ni=0 h(ai). Sum over h( gi), we get
:
n
i=0
h( gi)nc(k) \ :
n
i=0
1
di+ :
n
i=0
h( gi)+2H \ :
n
i=0
1
di+
+\ :
n
i=0
1
di+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]. (4.1)
Since gi’s are not all constants, ni=0 h( gi)1.
Equation (4.1) implies
:
n
i=0
h( gi)nc(k) \ :
n
i=0
1
di+ :
n
i=0
h( gi)+2H \ :
n
i=0
1
di+ :
n
i=0
h( gi)
+
n(n+1)
2
c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|] \ :
n
i=0
1
di+ :
n
i=0
h( gi).
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Then,
1\nc(k)+n(n+1)2 c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]+2H+\ :
n
i=0
1
di+ .
Therefore,
:
n
i=0
1
di

1
nc(k)+(n(n+1)2) c(k) max[0, 2g&2+|S|]+2H
.
This proves Corollary 2.
If the characteristic of k=0 and a0 gd00 , ..., an g
dn
n are linearly dependent
over k, we can find a set of basis ai0 g
di0
i0
, ..., aij g
dij
ij
for the vector space
generated by a0 gd00 , ..., an g
dn
n . Therefore we have the following equation
ci0 ai0 g
di0
i0
+ } } } +cij aij g
dij
ij
=b
where ci0 , ..., cij are elements of k. It is then easy to see that the original
inequality still holds. This proves Corollary 3.
The proof of Theorem 2 involves NochkaChen weights, we will state
the main results of NochkaChen weights. Proofs can be found in [Ch] or
[R-W].
Definition. Let V be a vector space over F (a field of characteristic 0)
of dimension d+1. For 1dn<q, a collection of non-zero vectors
A=[v1 , ..., vq] in V is said to be in n-subgeneral position if and only if the
linear span of any distinct n+1 elements of A is V.
Theorem (NochkaChen). Let V be a vector space over F (a field of
characteristic 0) of dimension d+1. Let A=[v1 , ..., vq] be in n-subgeneral
position. Then there exist a sequence of real numbers |i (corresponding to vi)
and % satisfying the following conditions:
(a) (d+1)(2n&d+1)%(d+1)(n+1),
(b) 0|i%, for 1iq,
(c) qi=1 |i=d+1+%(q&2n+d&1).
Proof. See [R-W], Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 4.3. Let V, A, |j be as stated in NochkaChen Theorem. Let
E1 , ..., Eq be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers. Then for any nontrivial
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subset B of A with *Bn+1, there exists a subset D of B such that
[vj | vj # D] is a basis of the linear space spanned by [vj | vj # B] and
:
vj # B
|jEj :
vj # D
Ej .
Proof. See [R-W, Lemma 3.3].
Proof of Theorem 2. Since f0 , ..., fn are d-nondegenerated, w.l.o.g., we
may assume f0 , ..., fd are base of the linear space spanned by f0 , ..., fn .
Then
fi= :
d
j=0
uij fj , d+1in.
where uij are in k. Let L$i (X0 , ..., Xd)=Li (X0 , ..., Xd , dj=0 ud+1, j Xj , ...,
dj=0 unj Xj). Therefore, L$i ( f0 , ..., fd)=Li ( f0 , ..., fn) :=li . We will show that
L$1 , ..., L$q are in n-subgeneral position. Because any subset [Li1 , ..., Lin+1] of
[L1 , ..., Lq] are linearly independent,
Xj= :
n+1
c=1
bjcLic , for 1 jn+1.
In particularly, for 0 jd
Xj= :
n+1
c=1
bjcLic \X0 , ..., Xd , :
d
j=0
ud+1, jXj , ..., :
d
j=0
unjXj+
= :
n+1
c=1
bjcL$ic(X0 , ..., Xd).
Hence, the dimension of the linear space generated by L$i1 , ..., L$in+1 is d+1.
This shows that L$1 , ..., L$q are in n-subgeneral position.
For any subset [L$i1 , ..., L$in+1] of [L$1 , ..., L$q] we may assume that
[L$i1 , ..., L$id+1] are linearly independent over k. Then it is easy to show that
&eP= min
0in
[vP( fi)]=min[vP( f0), ..., vP( fd)]
=min[vP(li1), ..., vP(lid+1)]=min[vP(li1), ..., vP(lin+1)].
We will use these equalities constantly.
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Let ,=( f0 , ..., fd). After k-linear change of coordinates we may assume
that ,=(li1 , ..., lid+1). If P  S,
wP(,) :
d+1
j=1
vP(lij)+eP&min[d, vP(lij)+eP]
 :
n+1
j=1
|ij (vP(lij)+eP)&|ij min[d, vP(lij)+eP] (by Lemma 4.3).
Since this inequality holds for any subset of [l1 , ..., lq] with n+1 elements,
by Proposition 4.2 we may take [li1 , ..., lin+1] such that vP(lj)= &eP if
j  [i1 , ..., in+1]. Therefore, we have
wP(,) :
q
i=1
|i (vP(li)+eP)&|i min[d, vP(li)+eP]). (4.2)
If vP # S,
wP(,) :
d+1
j=1
(vP(lij)+eP)&
d(d+1)
2
 :
n+1
j=1
|ij (vP(lij)+eP)&
d(d+1)
2
(by Lemma 4.3).
Since this inequality holds for any subset of [l1 , ..., lq] with n+1 elements,
we may take [li1 , ..., lin+1] such that vP(lj)=min0in[vP( fj)] if
j  [i1 , ..., in+1]. Therefore,
wP(,) :
q
i=1
|i (vP(li)+eP)&
d(d+1)
2
. (4.3)
Then
\ :
q
i=1
|i&d&1+ h( f0 , ..., fd) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
|i min[d, vP(li)+eP]
+
d(d+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
By the NochkaChen Theorem, qi=1 |i & d & 1 = %(q & 2n + d & 1).
Therefore,
(q&2n+d&1) h( f0 , ..., fd) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
|i
%
min[d, vP(li)+eP]
+
1
%
d(d+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
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Again, by the NochkaChen Theorem, |i%, and %(d+1)(2n&d+1).
As an easy calculation,
1
%
d(d+1)
2

d(d+1)
2
2n&d+1
d+1

n(n+1)
2
.
Also, because min[vP( f0), ..., vP( fd)]=min[vP( f0), ..., vP( fn)], we have
h( f0 , ..., fd)=h( f0 , ..., fn). Therefore,
(q&2n+d&1) h( f0 , ..., fn) :
q
i=1
:
P  S
min[d, vP(li)+eP]
+
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
Proof of Corollary 4. If the dimension of the linear vector space
generated by f0 , ..., fn is equal to 1, then h( f0 , ..., fn)=0. Otherwise it
follows from Theorem 2.
Proof of Corollary 5. Let D=2n+1j=1 [Lj=0], where Lj’s are linear
forms in Pn(K) with coefficients in k and are in general position. We can
define an embedding by ’1=(x2n+10 >
2n+1
j=1 Lj (x)), ..., ’n+1=(x
2n+1
n 
>2n+1j=1 Lj (x)), ... . Then if ( f0 , ..., fn) is (D, S)-integer, for P  S,
vP \ f
2n+1
i
>2n+1j=1 lj+0 (4.4)
where 0in. Therefore (4.4) implies vP(>2n+1i=1 li)(2n+1)
min0in[vP( fi)] if P  S. Since lj’s are linear combinations of fi’s,
vP(lj)min0in[vP( fi)]. Therefore vP(lj)=min0in[vP( fi)], for all
P  S and for 1 j2n+1. By Corollary 3, we get
h( f0 , ..., fn)
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
Since vP(lj)=min0in[vP( fi)], for all P  S and for 1 j2n+1, lj l1 is
an S-unit for 1 j2n+1. Also,
h \ lil1+h(l1 , ..., li , ..., ln+1)=h( f0 , ..., fn)
n(n+1)
2
max[0, 2g&2+|S|].
where 1in+1. Therefore li l1’s are only finitely many up to constant
factors (In fact, they can be determined effectively. See [Ma].). Lj’s are in
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general position, therefore fi’s can be written as linear combinations of lj .
Let us assume
fi= :
n+1
j=1
bij lj .
where bij’s # k and are uniquely determined by Lj , 1 jn+1. Divide the
equation by l1 , we have
fi
l1
= :
n+1
j=1
aij
lj
l1
.
Therefore the S-integral points ( f0 , ..., fn)=( f0 l1 , ..., fi l1) in Pn(K) are
uniquely determined by [1, l2l1 , ..., ln+1l1].
Proof of Corollary 6. If ( f0 , ..., fn) is not constant in Pn(K), then
h( f0 , ..., fn)1. Corollary 6 is then followed from Corollary 4 and the
same argument in the proof of Corollary 5.
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